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SYSTEM URSUS™
multifunctional device
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• Active frame Ursus Active™ is a mode that gives your child a freedom of movement. Thoughtful solution enables independent movement of 
the user or with assistance of a caregiver. Now, therapy, learning, and fun will be even more enjoyable and effective.

• Pneaumatic Hi-Low frame Quark™ Will convert URSUS™ seat into a comfortable rehabilitation chair. Innovative system of height adjustment 
en¬sures smooth and easy operation. Included push handle allows easy relocation of the device.

Ursus™ seat is a modern, safe and functional solution for patients, which prefers a high comfort and stabilization. TILT-IQ© function, Tilt-in-space 
ClickClack© are some of many practical solutions of URSUS SYSTEM™

• Outdoor frame Ursus™ Means tours and travels in very comfortable conditions either for a child and caregivers. It provides a convenient ride 
in varied terrain. Swivel front wheels ensure smooth changing of direction.

• Hi-Low frame Ursus Home™ Is a comfortable and functional solution in home conditions. Adjustable seat height greatly facilitates contact 
with peers, and push handles make maneuvering, even in tight spaces, much easier.

one seat
many possibilities 

Choose 
your 

upholstery

BREATHABLE UPHOLSTERY
☑ Lightweight
☑ Hypoallergenic
☑ Natural protection against mold
☑ The antibacterial properties
☑ Easy to clean
☑ Easy decontamination

☑ Wide range of hardness and 
elasticity
☑ Ecological
☑ Easy to recycle
☑ Resistant to crushing

WATERPROOF UPHOLSTERY

☑ Lightweight
☑ Easy to clean
☑ Soft
☑ Waterproof

☑ Easy maintenance
☑ Ecological
☑ Durable
☑ Easy decontamination
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URSUS™
special stroller

Ultralight stroller URSUS™ is designed for daily rehabilitation of 
children with locomotor disabilities. As far as its construction is 
concerned, the frame and seat are made of high-strength alu-
minum, and the chassis is additionally cushioned. Ursus™ is 
equipped with ClickClack© feature, which means that you can 
easily swap the seats and adjust the stroller to the most suitable 
mode. The device has a wide range of adjustments such as width, 
seat depth, backrest height, backrest tilt angle, infinitely adju-
stable tilt-in-space function – TILT-IQ©, reversible seat. Ursus™  
has also been equipped with spatial, breathable upholstery that 
prevents excessive sweating as well as bedsores, and more to 
the point, positively influences the comfort of use. Moreover, the 
stroller can easily be converted into a lounger so that the child 
can sleep in it.

The product is available in 3 different sizes with a very wide range 
of accessories that will help you to meet the individual needs of 
user.

IT IS RECOMMENDED IN THE FOLLOWING 
CASES:

 • Infantile cerebral palsy – different forms.
 • Meningomyelocele.
 • Brain and spinal cord injuries.
 • Muscle diseases connected with paresis and paralysis.
 • Genetic disorders connected with paresis.
 • Other diseases connected with paresis, paralysis and injuries 

regarding locomotor system.
 • After traumatic brain injury, spine with spinal cord and lower limbs 

injury.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:

Light aluminium frame | Fully foldable | Wheels with glass fiber, front PU swivel with direction |  blockade, Rear inflatable with 2 separate wheel 
brace | Front shock absorbers | Ergonomic folding system | Seat unit with ClickClack© system for easy plug in/out | 1 piece style height adjustable 
push handle | Reflective safety marks | Seat unit that can be used forward or rearward facing | Fully reclining backrest to make the stroller as a 
bed |  Height adjustable backrest | Angle adjustable backrest | 5-points safety belts with height adjustment | Adjustable headrest | Anatomical 
lateral supports | Depth and width adjustable seat | Pneumatic tilt-in-space system TILT-IQ© | Height and angle adjustable footrest | 5 points 
feet stabilizing belts with heel support and foot |  abduction-adduction adjustments | Angle adjustable footplate | Soft upholstery with spine load 
reducing and ventilating | Soft front bar with reflective safety marks | 

Reversible

seat!

Stroller is equipped with Light Grey rims. However there is possibility to 
change the rim’s colour to black.
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URSUS™
special stroller

ADVANTAGES:

Stable structure
The device ensures adequate stability and safety of Patient.

Easy to use
Intuitive way of adjustment and easy assembly.

24 months warranty
We offer 24 months warranty on the product. We also pro-
vide after sales service.

Lightweight construction
The product is made of lightweight and durable materials.

Reflective elements
The product has reflective elements to ensure your safety.

Tilt-in-space
It is possible to change the tilt angle of the seat.

Movable seat
You can turn the seat easily so that the child may be facing 
towards caregiver or movement direction.

STANDARD COLORS:

City Grass
Size 1

Five-point straps for keeping 
safety.

Front swivel wheels for easy ma-
neuverability.

The stylish and modern upholstery 
offers the highest comfort.

WATERPROOF UPHOLSTERY:

OPTIONAL COLORS:

*On special request. Production time ca. 14 days.

City Rose
Size 2

City Coffee
Size 3

Grass
Size 1

BREATHABLE UPHOLSTERY:

Sea
Size 2

Latte
Size 3

Black* Black&White* Red* City Carbon*

You can change upholstery colours between sizes without additional charges. Production time up to 14 days.
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URSUS™
special stroller

Symbol Measurement Unit Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

A Seat width [cm] 19-25 22-30 24-34

B Seat depth [cm] 21-26 27-35 34-42

C Backrest height [cm] 44-55 49-59 55-67

E Backrest width [cm] 23 27 32

F Footrests length [cm] 13-29 16-40 16-43

Footer lenght [cm] 20 20 20

Push handle height [cm] 100 100 100

X Seat tilt angle [°] 90-180 90-180 90-180

Y Backrest tilt angle (forward-facing) [°] 3-20 3-25 3-30 

Y1 Backrest tilt angle (rearward facing) [°] 3-22 3-17 3-20 

Z Footrests tilt angle [°] 90-180 90-180 90-180 

Max user weight [kg] 35 35 50

Product dimensions and weight Size 1 Size 2 Size 3

Width [cm] 59 66 67

Widthafter folding [cm] 59 66 67

Lenght [cm] 90 90 90

Lenght after folding [cm] 90 90 92

Height [cm] 100 100 100

Height after folding [cm] 45 48 53

Weight [kg] 19,5 21 22,5
 Note: Measurement tolerance range is +/- 1 cm / ½ in.
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Firm headrest
Made of poliurethane foam. Provides 
with basic support of the head

Stabilization

Head-neck support
Perfectly stabilizes the head. Indicated 
for people with limited head control. 
You can mount it at different height.

Safety

Soft cover for tray
Soft cover protects the user from hitting 
the tray. Indicated for patients with im-
paired limbs coordination.

Led lights (2 pieces)
Front and rear LED lights for increased 
safety.

Lesser side covers for head
They provide additional head protec-
tion from unwanted contact with strol-
ler’s frame. Mounted around the push 
handle.

Thigh abduction belts
They can be easily attached to the chair 
by use of Velcro straps. Their use allows 
to keep legs in abduction and also pre-
vents the patient from slipping off of the 
device.

Pelvic belt
Wide belt equipped with “HOLD AND 
PULL” system. It provides better stabili-
zation in the device.

H vest
It acts as a trunk stabilizer. 
HOLD&PULL© system makes it easier 
to adjust the vest to the patient body. 
You can quickly detach the vest if neces-
sary.

6 point vest
Wide range adjustable vest that acts as 
a trunk stabilizer. HOLD&PULL© system 
makes it easier to adjust the vest to the 
patient body.

Thigh abduction belts
They can be easily attached to the chair 
by use of Velcro straps. Their use allows 
to keep legs in abduction and also 
prevents the patient from slipping off of 
the device.

4 point vest
It acts as a trunk stabilizer. Wide range 
of adjustment helps to fit it to the user’s 
needs. Equipped with HOLD&PULL© 
system.

Patient lift belt
Robust and ergonomic design as well 
as high durability facilitates daily care of 
the patient.

URSUS™
accessories
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Trunk stabilizing belt 
It acts as an additional trunk protection 
which helps to keep a proper sitting 
position. The belt is fastened by use of 
Velcro straps and its size can be adju-
sted to the user.

Lumbar support
It allows better stabilization of the 
lumbar back.

Trunk belt
Universal solution applicable to many of 
our products. It secures the user from 
falling out of the device. Anatomical 
shape and Velcro straps allow for a 
comfortable fit.

Abduction block
Shaped abduction block provides with 
correct seating position. Can be easily 
removed.

Latteral supports
Width adjustable supports that provide 
additional side stabilization of the trunk. 
You can mount it at different height.

Seat narrowing cushions 3cm
Made of elastic foam trimmed with soft 
material. They are attached to the seat 
upholstery from both sides. Thanks to 
them you can narrow the seat by 6cm.

Seat narrowing cushions 5cm
Made of elastic foam trimmed with soft 
material. They are attached to the seat 
upholstery from both sides. Thanks to 
them you can narrow the seat by 10cm.

BodyMap Stabilization

BodyMap A seat cushion
Vacuum seat cushion allows for stabi-
lisation and proper positioning of hips.

BodyMap B Backrest cushion
The vacuum back cushion provides 
comfort and correction for patients with 
scoliosis and poor posture. Cushion ma-
intains and controls required posture in 
the stroller.

Cotton cover for BodyMap cushion
Made of soft material it offers protec-
tion and absorbs moisture.

BodyMap spacer
Aerating-massaging pad to strengthen 
the prophylactic anti-bed sore function 
in patients using BodyMap. It can only 
be used together with the terry cover. 
The effect of being ‘suspended in the air’ 
creates a skin-friendly microclimate.
.

Vismemo cover for BodyMap cushion
Made of thermo-active foam for extra 
bed sore prevention. Allows for longer 
and more comfortable use of the cu-
shion. 

URSUS™
accessories
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Umbrella
Attachable to the stroller’s frame, 
perfectly protects from the sunlight or 
rain.

Comfort

Tray
Made of plastic. It supports the therapy 
and allows you to play, eat, and work.

Folding canopy without side panels
Protects against both sun and rain.

Cup holder
An universal holder mounted to the 
frame. It enables easy and quick access 
to a bottle of drink.

Headrest cover
It helps to keep the headrest clean. 
Easy to assemble/disassemble, it can be 
washed.

Folding canopy with side panels
Side panels protect not only against sun 
and rain but also the wind. 

Summer sleeping bag
Protects legs and trunk. This esthetic 
body sheet fits the height of the user 
covering also the footrest of the 
pushchair.

Winter sleeping bag 
Protects legs and the torso area. A very 
tasteful cover of the body, adjusting 
to the height of the user, covering the 
footrest of the chair. Insulated lining 
provides extra protection against the 
cold.

Rain Cover
An excellent protection from the rain, 
snow, and wind either for the user and 
stroller.

Plexiglas® Tray
Made of Plexiglas®. It supports the 
therapy and allows you to play, eat, and 
work.

Winter hood 
Can be attached to the sleeping bag. 
Protects head against frost, wind and 
moisture. 

Mosquito Net 
Excellent protection against insects

Wheel covers (4 pcs.)
Use it on the dirt tires when you want to 
take the products indoor or transport in 
the trunk.  .

Decorated spokes guard
Spokes guards 20’’, made OF polycarbo-
nate 1,5mm, outsider diameter 415mm, 
insi de diameter 100mm

URSUS™
accessories
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Storage

DeLux bag
Large, durable and stylish bag useful for 
carrying necessary things. Made from 
high-quality materials. 

Men’s bag
Capacious men-style bag for carrying all 
the necessary things. 

Women’ bag
This capacious bag designed for 
mothers will be perfect for carrying all 
the necessities. 

Storage basket
Enables you to carry small objects while 
you stroll. It is attached to the base of 
the stroller.

Stroller cover ‘n carry bag
Perfect solution to protect folded stro-
ller against damage (e.g. during trans-
port). Easily fits the shape and the size 
of a stroller.

Oxygen tank case
Oxygen tank case can be attached to 
the stroller by use of Velcro straps with 
adjustable length. Made to measure to 
perfectly fit the patient’s oxygen tank.

Build-up

Rain cover for the kid-sits
An excellent protection from the rain, 
snow, and wind either for the user and 
stroller

Conversion kit (for The buggypod 
kit-sits)
Set of elements thanks to which the 
Buggypod kit-sit can be converted into 
a fully functional stroller.

Kid-sit buggypod IO
For convenient and safe transporta-
tion of a second child without having to 
buy a double stroller. The buggypod IO 
has been designed so that within a few 
seconds, it can be folded, unfolded, or 
completely disassembled. 5 point belts 
seat and folding footrest provide the 
child with comfort and safety. Using the 
conversion kit, you are able to convert 
the kid-sit into an independent three-
-wheeled stroller. Load capacity up to 
20kg.

URSUS™
accessories
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Pneaumatic Hi-Low frame Quark
Will convert URSUS™ seat into a comfor-
table rehabilitation chair. Innovative 
system of height adjustment en¬sures 
smooth and easy operation. Included 
push handle allows easy relocation of 
the device.

Hi-Low frame Ursus Home
Is a comfortable and functional solution 
in home conditions. Adjustable seat 
height greatly facilitates contact with 
peers, and push handles make maneu-
vering, even in tight spaces, much 
easier.

Active frame Ursus Active
is a mode that gives your child a freedom 
of movement. Thoughtful solution 
enables independent movement of the 
user or with assistance of a caregiver. 
Now, therapy, learning, and fun will be 
even more enjoyable and effective.

Extension bar
An adapter enabling to mount the 
Buggypod kid-sits to the strollers of 
other manufacturers.

Mounting set
It enables easy assembly of the 
Buggypod kit-sits to other strollers 
whose frame diameter is larger than 
40mm.

Buggypod PERLE Buggyboard MAXI

Outdoor frame Ursus 
Means tours and travels in very comfor-
table conditions either for a child and 
caregivers. It provides a convenient ride 
in varied terrain. Swivel front wheels 
ensure smooth changing of direction.

URSUS™
accessories
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Spacer fabric
Breathable and easy to wash. 
Usefull especially during hot days 
and high temperature climate.

Spare parts

Wheel small, full silver metallized 
(Instead of / in addition)
Wheel 12” x 2” 1/2

Wheel small full
Wheel 12” x 2” 1/2

Small wheel 
12” x 2” ½ wheel.

Wheel duże, pompowane, silver 
metallized (Instead of / in addition)
Wheel 12” x 2” 1/2 srebrna felga. Możli-
wość zamówienia również samej dętki 
lub opony.

Wheel duże, full, silver metallized 
(Instead of / in addition)
Wheel 12” x 2” 1/2 srebrna felga

Large wheel (instead of / in addition)
12” x 2” ½ wheel.

URSUS™
accessories


